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It’s the age-old dilemma: Say it or show it.

Some people prefer verbal information. 
Some people prefer visual information. 
Some people prefer both. 

Either way, you can’t please everyone. 
But this was a case in which no one 
was pleased. It was my job to 
get to the bottom of it.





I wasn’t sure if any of the dudes 

at OmniWorld MegaSystems would be 

indicted for anything. But their 

marketing campaign was evidently a crime. 

I couldn’t be sure until I checked it out 

for myself, of course. But it was a safe bet 

that even if they hadn’t run afoul of any 

legal statutes, they’d violated the laws of 

marketing savvy and common sense. 

I decided to take the direct approach.





After meeting with those two guys — 

and getting a sense for the kind of 

collaborative focus they brought to 

their work — I decided the best way 

to run with them was the same way 

the tortoise ran with the hare: 

slow and steady. 

In an effort to crack this case and 

get the campaign back on track, I set 

up another meeting for the next day, 

hoping if those two chuckleheads 

had an “A Game”, they’d bring it.





After our meeting, I was pretty sure the next campaign from OmniWorld 

MegaSystems would be more successful than the last one, especially if 

those two guys managed to bury the hatchet and work together. All they 

had to remember is that — if they create content and visuals with the 

power to engage, entertain, and educate — they’ll be okay. So will their 

marketing efforts. And so will their bottom line.
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